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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, April 07, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWK5 583^4 S -6^2 3353 25540 -510 Basis (K): +65 +55 +140/+150 +330/+400 

MWN5 589^0 S -6^2 1833 21179 +413 Info:  singles singles train/train cars/offer 

MWU5 596^0 S -6^2 429 9115 +55 Change: dn 5 no comp dn 50/dn 40 up 5/dn 50 

MWZ5 607^0 S -6^0 242 10975 +26 Mpls Truck:  -10 +40 +65 

MWH6 619^0 S -5^4 103 2654 +12 Portland Apr-MWK May-MWK June-MWN Aug-MWU 

MWK6 624^0 S -5^6 4 170 +0 14%proBasis  +260/+325 +260/+325 +225/+330 +125/+150 

Totals:   5,966 69,686 -4  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1,703 Options: 20 

Receipts on the Floor:   
151 cars and 4 trains 

Implied option vols: 
K: 23, N: 25, U: 26% 

Spring wheat basis was weaker in the spot market and nominally 
steady in the PNW.  With futures at the high end of the 2015 trading 
range, producer selling is active even on small rallies.   

Commentary: 
Grain markets were mostly weaker today with the USD trading sharply higher. Corn closed 2 lower with 
beans down 7 ½. HRW and HRS were each down 6-7 cents but SRW was more resilient, reversing 
from early weakness to only close down 2-3 cents. Wheat continues to flirt with resistance but is 
struggling to hold or extend past the high end of this broad 480-540 trading range. Winter wheat 
conditions overall were better than expected and with today’s strength in the USD it would have made 
sense for wheat to close a dime lower. But the market acts like it is too short and early weakness just 
ran out of steam. Friday’s COT shows managed money net short over 70,000 contracts of Chicago 
wheat as of a week ago, approaching the record 79,000 from last September. The fund short is large, 
but wheat needs a fundamental story to break out to the upside and blow the short out of the market. 
Last fall we got a currency crisis resulting in Russian trade restrictions in the form of an export tax. This 
spring, the only supportive story is the dry weather in KS, but that may not be enough given the poor 
demand profile of HRW looking forward; it will be very difficult to not build HRW stocks year over year 
given the export outlook. Meanwhile, EU and FSU winter wheat crops look excellent and are on track 
for another bumper harvest. Additionally, the French farm ministry reports that soft wheat sowings are 
up 3.4% from last year to 5.2 million hectares, a 23-year high. India has suffered quality downgrades 
due to heavy rains and more rain is in the forecast 5-7 days out. This is a situation to monitor. The chart 
has turned more positive and there are technical counts that suggest the possibility of WN trading in the 
550-575 area. Additional fund short-covering on an upside breakout here will be a selling opportunity to 
get short wheat ahead of northern hemisphere harvest.  
 
GFS updates continue to project soaking rains in the southern plains for the end of next week but 
private forecasters remain skeptical that the rains will hit dry areas as the storm track moves east. 
Regardless, traders are selling KW-W intermarket spreads with the K’s down 5 today and the N’s down 
3 and both a dime below last week’s highs.  KN/WN is overvalued above 50 cents and should trade 20-
25 in May/June given the poor outlook for HRW demand and the probability that it will rain eventually in 
KS. MW-W intermarket premiums could continue to suffer in the short term if fund short-covering 
expectedly increases as we get into the liquidation of WK open interest. Farmer selling has been active 
in Canada. We are trading the 10-15 range in MZ/KZ but from the long MW side. –Austin Damiani 


